
In our one-minute #AskTheExpert Digest, we ask Alastair Farr, Head of Construction Solutions 
in the UK and Europe, for his top tips for acting as an expert in UK arbitration.

Six tips for acting as an 
expert in arbitration
Construction Solutions

ARTICLE

Recognise 
value
Finally, remember 
that your opinion 
counts. A good 
expert may validly 
hold an opinion, 
which is different 
to another 
expert. Expert 
opinion evidence 
is valuable for 
the Tribunal. 
Where there 
are differences, 
it’s a matter for 
the Tribunal to 
determine whose 
expert evidence 
they prefer.

Don’t advocate! 
You are required to provide opinion 
on your subject matter only.

Focus on the facts
Don’t base your opinion on 
supposition, it should be based on 
fact, and fact alone.

Know your own report
This goes without saying. Too often I see experts who really don’t 
understand their report in great detail, perhaps they haven’t drafted it all 
themselves.

Agree it early
Try to agree matters and narrow 
issues wherever you possibly can 
with your opposing expert.

Don’t stray into legal 
territory
If it is a legal matter, such as 
interpretation of a contract, stay 
well clear.
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